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Abstract: In ferritic stainless steel ~FSS!, undesirable surface defects of ridging appear during deep drawing. The
formation of these defects is attributed to the inhomogeneous distribution of orientations of individual grains. In
the present work, a new electron backscattered diffraction R~a!-value map was introduced, and the dependence
of the tensile directions on the formation of ridging in an FSS sheet was discussed using this map. The results
showed that large grain colonies in the R~a!-value maps lead to the formation of severe ridging in an FSS sheet.
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INTRODUCTION

The electron backscattered diffraction ~EBSD! equipment
installed in a scanning electron microscope is widely utilized
to determine the microtexture and observe the microstruc-
ture. The inverse pole figure ~IPF! map is a typical EBSD
result that displays the size, shape, and orientation of the
individual grains in the material ~Engler & Randle, 2010!.
An IPF map determined from a large area provides the over-
all distribution of orientations of the sample, i.e., macrotex-
ture, as the X-ray or neutron diffraction experiments.

A range of material properties depend on the crystal-
lographic orientation. The elastic modulus and magnetic
permeability are typical examples of the crystallographic
anisotropy ~Bunge, 1982!. The Lankford parameter R, which
is defined by the ratio between the in-plane and through-
thickness strains associated with a tensile test ~Engler et al.,
2005!, also displays the crystallographic anisotropy in me-
tallic sheets ~Hosford & Caddell, 2007!.

Because each EBSD data point contains information on
the crystallographic orientation, a certain material property
of an individual EBSD data point can be calculated and plot-
ted as a property map. An example of property maps is the
Taylor factor map provided by commercial EBSD software
suppliers ~HKL Channel 5; TSL OIM 5; Choi & Cho, 2005!.

The surface defect, ridging or roping, is often observed
in metal sheets after the deep drawing deformation. Ridging
indicates corrugated surfaces with ridges on one side of the
sheet coinciding with troughs on the opposite side, which
are aligned parallel to the original rolling direction ~RD;
Hosford & Caddell, 2007!. A metal sheet possessing colonies
or clusters of similarly oriented grains exhibits ridging dur-
ing deep drawing ~Park et al., 2002!.

Ridging is the major sheet deformation problem in
ferritic stainless steel ~FSS! sheets. The ridging behavior in
FSS has been discussed using microtexture studies ~Huh
et al., 2005; Kang et al., 2008!. The severity of ridging

depends on the tensile directions with respect to the RD in
the drawn sheet ~Chao, 1973!. However, previous ridging
studies were confined mainly to test samples having their
tensile axes parallel to the RD of the FSS sheet. In the
present work, we observed that ridging in the FSS sheet
occurred differently with the tensile axes with respect to the
RD. The dependence of the tensile directions on the forma-
tion of ridging is discussed in terms of a new EBSD prop-
erty map proposed in this work.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The starting material was a hot band of a commercial FSS
sheet. The sample was further cold rolled and recrystalliza-
tion annealed to produce the final recrystallized sample to
examine the ridging behavior.

The texture and microstructure of the recrystallized sam-
ples were determined by EBSD local texture analysis in a field
emission scanning electron microscope ~Hitachi S-4300SE!
with the EDAX OIMTM software package ~Engler & Randle,
2010!. The EBSD maps were recorded from areas of 3.0 �
6.0 mm2 in the sheet plane, and rastered in steps of 10 mm.

To assess ridging, tensile test was carried out using the
tensile specimens with tensile axes of 0, 45, and 908 with
respect to the RD of the FSS sheet. The specimens were
strained by 15% at a constant cross-head speed of 5 � 10�4

s�1. The ridging profiles were determined by surface rough-
ness measurements on the strained tensile specimens.

RESULTS

Ridging Profile
Figure 1 shows the ridging profiles measured by tracking
the surface roughness of the tensile specimens having their
tensile axes lying 0, 45, and 908 with respect to the original
sheet RD. The specimens were strained by 15%. Interest-
ingly, ridges and troughs always formed parallel to the
original RD in all tensile specimens. This is attributed to the
formation of grain colonies in FSS sheets always parallel to
the RD ~Chao, 1973!.
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The ridging profiles in Figure 1 show that ridging
strongly varies with the tensile directions in the FSS sheet.
The tensile specimens strained at different angles to the
original sheet RD showed different amplitudes and frequen-
cies of ridges and troughs. The sample deformed in the
direction 908 to the RD shows the most severe ridging.
Obviously, a difference in the size and shape of the grain
colonies gives rise to differences in the amplitude and
frequency of ridging ~Park et al., 2002!.

Microstructure and Macrotexture
Figure 2 shows EBSD IPF maps from the center layer of the
recrystallized sample. The sample had an average grain size
of 58 mm. The microstructure was quite inhomogeneous and
grains with similar orientations were clustered to form grain
colonies lying almost parallel to the RD of the FSS sheet.

The overall distribution of orientations, i.e., macrotex-
ture, of the sample was obtained by calculating the orienta-
tion distribution function, as shown in Figure 3a. As the
characteristic orientations developed in the textures of FSS
are found in the w2 � 458 section ~Huh et al., 2005!, the
macrotexture is presented in this section. Figure 3b shows
the positions of the ideal orientations. The main texture
component was observed at ;$111%^112&, which is the
typical recrystallization texture in FSS ~Kang et al., 2008!.
The sample also displayed minor texture components at
$001%^110& and $110%^001&.

DISCUSSION

Lankford Parameter R
The Lankford parameter ~R! is defined by the ratio between
the in-plane and through-thickness strains in the tensile
specimen. The R~a! values are associated with a tensile test
performed at an angle a with respect to RD of the sheet. All

relevant orientations of the sample in the cubic crystal
symmetry reside in the Euler spaces of H0 � ~08 � w1, F,
w2 � 908!. In this study, the R~a! values for the orientations
in H0 were calculated at intervals of 58 of the Euler angles
~w1, F, w2! and were stored as a library file to plot a new
EBSD property map, i.e., R~a!-value map. Because the R
value is a characteristic property of the polycrystalline ma-
terial, the R~a! value of an individual single orientation was
calculated by assuming the Gaussian scattering of 67.58
from it. The R~a! values were estimated using Bunge’s
method ~Bunge, 1982! according to the Taylor minimum
internal work theory ~Taylor, 1938!.

As shown in Figure 3, three texture components of
$111%^112&, $001%^110&, and $110%^001& developed in the
macrotexture. Figure 3c shows the variations in R~a! values
of these texture components. The component $111%^112&
has high R~a! values varying from R~08! � 2.0 to R~908! �
4.0, whereas the component $001%^110& has fairly low R~a!
values ranging from R~08! � ;0.0 to R~458! � ;1.0. The
R~a! value varies strongly with the angle a for the compo-
nent $110%^001& of which R~a! , 0.5 at a � 208 and
R~a! . 4.0 at a . 708 are observed. Thus, three texture
components display distinctly different variations of R~a!
~Lee et al., 2012!.

Construction of R~a)-Value Maps
As mentioned above, ridging in FSS sheets has been assessed
by the evolution of microtextures ~Kang et al., 2008!. A

Figure 1. Roughness profiles assessed from the tensile test speci-
mens having the tensile axes lying angles of ~a! 08, ~b! 458, and
~c! 908 with respect to the rolling direction.

Figure 2. Electron backscattered diffraction IPF maps of the re-
crystallized sample ~the observation direction was ND!: ~a! ND
and ~b! RD IPF maps. IPF, inverse pole figure; ND, normal
direction; TD, transverse direction; RD, rolling direction.
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previous study proposed an EBSD property map by con-
structing the R-value map of grains to interpret the devel-
opment of ridging in FSS ~Huh et al., 2005!. This map was
calculated under the condition that the tensile axis ~TA! is
coincident with the RD of the sheet, namely, the R~08!
values were utilized to construct the R-value maps. How-
ever, the R value varies strongly with the angle a, as ob-
served in the variations of the R~a! values in Figure 3c. In
the present study, the R~08!-, R~458!-, and R~908!-value
maps were plotted to present the occurrence of ridging in
the FSS sheet in three different directions with respect to
the RD of the FSS sheet.

Figure 4 shows the R~08!-, R~458!-, and R~908!-value
maps of the present FSS sample. In the maps, the specimen
axes of RD and transverse direction of the sheet and TA are
marked. The white grains indicate R~a! values .2.0, whereas
the black grains have R~a! values ,1.0. The gray grains
depict R~a! values between 1.0 and 2.0. Black and white
grain colonies form the overall contrast of R~a!-value
maps, which are aligned almost parallel to the RD of the
FSS sheet.

In Figure 4, the size, shape, and distribution of grain
colonies are markedly different in the three R~a!-value
maps. A striking feather is observed in the R~908!-value
map, as shown in Figure 4c, where many white grains are

clustered together to form large colonies. The identification
from the IPF maps in Figure 2 indicates that the colonies
of white grains are mostly oriented in $111%^112& and
$110%^001&. The variations of the R~a! values in Figure 3c
show that very high R~a! values ~.4.0! are obtained at a �
908 for the components $111%^112& and $110%^001&. Thus,
the formation of large white grain colonies in the R~908!-
value map is attributed to the clustering of grains in
$111%^112& and $110%^001&. Obviously, severe ridging with a
large fluctuation of ridges and troughs of the deformed
surface is expected when the sample comprises large grain
colonies. The roughness profile determined from the sam-
ple deformed in the direction 908 to the RD indeed showed
the most severe ridging ~Fig. 1c!, which is attributed to the
development of large grain colonies in the R~908!-value

Figure 3. a: Orientation distribution function showing the macro-
texture of the recrystallized sample. b: Ideal orientations in the
w2 � 458 section. c: Variations of R~a! values calculated from the
texture components observed in the macrotexture.

Figure 4. Electron backscattered diffraction R~a!-value maps of
the recrystallized sample: ~a! R~08!, ~b! R~458!, and ~c! R~908!-
value maps. The specimen axes of rolling direction ~RD! and
transverse direction ~TD! of the sheet and the tensile axis ~TA! are
marked.
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map. Accordingly, the present R~a!-value maps support the
assumption that steel sheets containing pronounced orien-
tation colonies tend to form ridging.

CONCLUSION

A new EBSD R~a!-value map was introduced, and the
dependence of the tensile directions on the formation of
ridging in an FSS sheet was discussed using this map. The
R~a! values were calculated and stored as a library file to
plot the R~a!-value maps. The R~08!-, R~458!-, and R~908!-
value maps showed that pronounced ridging occurs in the
direction displaying large grain colonies in the R~a!-value
map.
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